FIDELITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
HyVolution – High-Speed Multicolor Confocal Super-Resolution

EXTEND YOUR LEICA TCS SP8 WITH HyVOLUTION
From confocal...

The confocal HyVolution

... to HyVolution

What if you no longer had to make a trade-off
between resolution, speed, and number of
colors when performing your confocal imaging?
With HyVolution, your experiments are
represented in the greatest detail with high
fidelity. Study rapid dynamics of living cells,
image multiple fluorophores simultaneously,
and capture intracellular details. Acquire up
to five channels in parallel to retain spatial
and temporal resolution.

Instantly see the true nature.
The ring structure of the basal bodies of cilia in Paramecium are easily resolved
with HyVolution on a Leica TCS SP8, but not with traditional confocal imaging.
Sample courtesy of Anne Aubusson-Fleury, CNRS, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Why should you compromise?

>	Confocal super-resolution down to 140 nm
> Multiple colors simultaneously in up to five complete channels
>	High speed parallel architecture – 10x faster
Confocal super-resolution
down to 140 nm
By embedding industry leading SVI Huygens
deconvolution software in the workflow,
HyVolution provides confocal superresolution down to 140 nm and doubles
the resolution in axial direction.
From confocal...

Multiple colors simultaneously
in up to five complete channels
Super-sensitive HyD detector − parallel
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... to HyVolution
140 nm

Standard fiber-coupled GaAsP detector − sequential
1 Frame
Acquisition (A)
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FIDELITY WITHOUT
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Filter Change

HyVolution resolves a nanoruler, such as DNA origami
that has a defined 140 nm fluorophore spacing, while
traditional confocal imaging does not.

Time

High-speed parallel
architecture − 10x faster
The filter-free spectral detection system
of the Leica TCS SP8 collects up to five
simultaneous channels. This parallel data
acquisition is much faster than any
single-channel solution. The deconvolution
powered by the accelerated on-board
graphics processing unit provides results
up to 10x faster than before.
Capture movements at the speed of life.
HeLa Kyoto live cells (3 channels, still of a movie). Sample courtesy
of Sabine Reither, EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany.

Contact us and find out more about HyVolution!
www.leica-microsystems.com/hyvolution

